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Free Style Dancers
Setting the Scene, Where Does this Upper Body Motion Come From?
In the social free style dance scene like at the Capital Banquet Centre dances on Fridays in
Mississauga, and the Newfoundland Club dances in Cambridge on Saturdays, or at restaurant-Bar
live band dances, dancers often do a lot of jumping and wriggling around on the floor. They
believe that is more artistic and shows off their prowess on the floor. I used to believe that too
once upon a time in the olden days when times were freer and life was simpler. Gees,,, sounds like
a book from long, long ago when men were young and ladies were sassy.

This jumping around (dancing they call it) helps them get noticed by people off the floor (often
that is a reason to be on the floor at all) and it helps them impress the person they are dancing
with, not that all ladies are particularly interested in impressing the particular guy they are dancing
with. He may just be someone to use temporarily to get on the floor and impress that someone
else watching from the side. Ah, free style dances can be complicated sometimes. 

Then there are those guys who do waltz to EVERYTHING thinking the lady wants to Waltz to a
FoxTrot or a Jive. Yes it still happens at free style dances, but only by a few select men. Not on a
ballroom floor though, unless that guy got harpooned and dragged to a lead and follow dance
kicking and screaming or maybe thinking he is John Travolta or Patrick Swayze incarnated. You
see, his lady friend wants him to learn this funny ballroom stuff with the memorized moves and
that sexy flair and he is resistant,,,,, initially. They both have extraneous upper body motion but
now want to learn lead and follow. Okay, back to the extraneous stuff.

That jumping and bopping was okay on a free style floor, and is still okay today..... on a free style
floor. When the lead and follow dancer steps onto the free style floor though, and tries to do the
ballroom, or Latin, or Swing, then one learns if the follower can follow. So, we are at a free style
dance now and a great Cha, Cha comes on. We go over to a nice lady,,, “Would you like to dance
Cha, Cha?” the question is posed. A blank look with hesitation comes back. “Do you know how
to do Cha, Cha?” Yes, the answer shoots back in a second. Ok, let’s dance. 

Ah, she cannot follow. But, she SAID she knew how to do Cha Cha??? Rumba??? East Coast
wing??? or whatever is on the music menu at that time. Confusion sets in because she is very nice
and has special charms and that is why we are here, on the dance floor together,,,,, because she is
nice. It’s not the special charms. Well, maybe it’s a bit about the special charms too. Who are we
kidding. 

So, now the gentleman asks after a perturbing length of time, “Would you like to learn how to do
the Cha, Cha?” If she says she already knows how to do the Cha, Cha (but obviously doesn’t)
then that is a sign that there is more work here than just teaching a dance move on the dance
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floor, which should not usually be done. Maybe its just best to suffer through it and get off the
floor quickly after the song and not come back for any lead and follow stuff. Maybe only come
back on a slow song for those special charms, (personality), but I digress from the topic here now. 

If the lady answers yes she would LOOOOVE to learn this Cha, Cha thing, then now you have to
show the steps in a way a freestyler can grasp them and also deal with the upper body extraneous
motion. But, that is too much to do all at once so lets just do the steps and the count and then we
will come back for a slow song and those special charms, (the personality). Then, at some later
time, we can deal with this extraneous stuff because these dancers have extraneous body
movements even in slow songs. 

Hey, I had to learn to count in Mandarin once because this Chinese lady who will remain nameless
(Lily) brought these Chinese women who did not speak a word of English. I couldn’t get
anywhere with them so, asked that Chinese lady (Lily) how to count in Chinese and then the
dances went real well with her friends, relatively speaking, of course. Yi, ER, San, SI, Wu, Liu,
Qi, Ba in case anyone bumps into non English Chinese ladies on the dance floor. Hey, only in
Toronto eh. See what trivia you are learning here. When I learned that count I tried counting our
squash game in Mandarin and my buddies just scratched their heads and said that was worse than
counting in Greek. We count in maybe five different languages just to keep things interesting on
the squash floor you know. They rejected trying to learn to count in German too by the way. Ok,
back on track. 

Now, SOME TIMES, in a slow song, the extraneous body movement CAN be delicious.
Depends.... Matching the extraneous can sometimes be difficult. But, hey, that is what the slow
song is all about, the difficult. 

Ballroomers don’t have slow songs. They are always six inches to a foot apart even when they
have been shown that they are supposed to be touching in FoxTrot, Waltz etc. So, in the social
ballroom venues (not the competitive venues), dancers are not touching body to body. In the free
style venue, during the slow songs, that’s the place to get that, ah, body touching, touching, close,
very close, very, very close. He, he, he. That is one of the draws of the free style venues. One can
close in on the hunt and snuggle up on the floor. Moving on now that the scene has been set.

Extraneous Motion
Extraneous body motion, what is it? Well, it’s a shake, rattle or roll in the upper body that is not
supposed to be there because its not part of the dance and/or it was not lead. If a person gets into
shaking the shoulders, or the follower, or leader even, who might let one shoulder fall back on a
throw out, or wiggling and wrangling the upper body etc., these are all difficult for a lead to adapt
to. What all this motion does is make it hard for the lead to string several moves together in a row
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for a nice set of multiple moves that wow the fine lady and make her want to dance again with
him. So, this creates stress in the man when he sees he can’t apply the wow factor you see.

But, the free style people think all this motion is all cool, and is part of their artistic dance skill set
so they don’t really know it is difficult in the lead and follow dance method. At the Capital there
are maybe a half dozen or so men or more who know a bit about leading the various ballroom and
Latin dances. We all have the same problem with those jiggly ladies but, we may persevere for a
while if she is new to the scene, or has some special charms. There are those specials again, but it
is hard to avoid them. Sometimes its just a cute dress that attracts. ANYWAY....

The Hip Motion
The hips are another thing. It is ok to put motion into the hips, to a degree. The Latinos have their
version in Cha, Cha, Rumba, Bachata, Kizomba etc. These pelvic motions may be different for
each dance and the lead may look silly it he puts too much motion into the hips. To much from
the guy is well,,,,,, toooooo much. As leads, we have to find that Goldie Locks Zone with regard
to pelvic movement.

On the social lead and follow dance floor the lead may not correct a beginner who offers a great
amount of upper body extraneous motion. He may just leave it alone because she is a beginner.
Or, he may take both shoulders of the follower and place her hands on his shoulders so that he
can ‘calm’ the extraneous motion. This is also a method of teaching the contra body motion
(CBM) as well. One cannot learn the CBM if there is a lot of shaking, rattling, twisting, banging
clanging etc., going on in the upper body. At dance venues like the Capital Banquet Centre there
are quite a lot of ladies and men with these extra motion behaviours. When the lady expresses a
desire to learn to follow then one slowly shows her how to begin to calm the motion. It can’t be
done in one dance, or one evening but, it can be done over several dances over a period of time.

The Bouncy Lady
One way a lead can calm a bouncy lady is to pull her closer, until bodies touch, and then step a bit
faster and longer such that she cannot bounce. If he holds her a bit tighter then she cannot bounce.
The trick is to get her to learn to keep the head more steady without going up and down. It is a
skill set for sure to learn and the ladies don’t really know they are doing it. 

The Bouncy Man
If the man is trying to learn the lead techniques and he is still bouncing then he would need to be
told, gently though as some men’s egos are a bit, ah shall we say, fragile. The fall and rise in
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Waltz, Foxtrot and Quick Step are a different thing. This is not a bounce on every step but rather
a part of the dance cadence as are Contra Body Motion, sway, hesitations and the like.

The Social Slow Dance Now
When the Social slow dance comes along, (it just doesn’t come along in ballroom) but, at social
freestyle dances when lead and follow is sprinkled in, a leader may want to hold the lady close and
practice sway and various pelvic motions and various methods of separating the upper body
motion from the lower body motion. This is a lot of fun and can be quite sensuous especially with
the 123 slide (kick), 456 slide (kick) manoeuver. This is like a Salsa step with the slide instead of
the pause and the feet do not need to go back and forward like in the Salsa or Mambo. It is my
dance list number 31 on may dance list page. It is like if you do the East Coast Swing steps on a
slow song without the rock-step, but just using a step-step instead and keeping the feet fairly still,
then the lower body has all sorts of opportunity to set into a rhythm of its own. That is desirable.
But, all this top body jiggling makes it impossible to focus on the lower body skill set.

Anyway, this document is for the beginners who wish to fine tune their new dancing prowess.

Following the Lead
Talking to the ladies now.
If the lead holds you close and tries to calm the upper body motion then take that lead and just
dance quite still focussing on the steps at first instead of the body. If he stays quite quiet in the
upper body then you should too. The reason for quiet upper body is to facilitate several
manoeuvres in a row. The lead needs your body to stay fairly square to your hand and to the leads
body. In Salsa for instance, (open position) if your right hand is held and moved to the left quickly
then that means turn your body to the left.  Now, that move may come fairly quickly then stop at
90 degrees. Then you stop at 90. It’ll then come back continuing around for a right turn until your
back is to the lead, all the while he is holding your right hand with his left hand so that you are
wound tight. That is the wind up, so to speak. The first move to the left is the prep. To unwind he
will un-turn you in a spin (in-spot). Don’t travel along the floor in the spin. Stay in spot. It is the
same if he uses your left hand and his right hand to do the move in the other direction preping to
your right and doing a left turn wind up. Just don’t get dizzy and fall over that’s all.

Following these two turns and spins one after the other looks cool and will have the men
watching for sure. However, there is a bit of a trick to learning this in that you can’t just
memorize the turns as a follower. And, any extraneous upper body movement on your part will
nix this move because it is done quite fast. There will be no time for extraneous body motion in
this move. The 90 degree prep is on 1, the wind up is on 2,3, and the un-wind is on 4,5,6. 
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When the move is started you have to wait until the prep and the turns are lead because there are
other moves that may be thrown in. If a lead senses that a follower has just memorized a turn and
actually starts it before he lead it then he may un-train you of that proclivity by throwing in
alternatives. Ah, but that would be if he was a more advance lead dancer though. If he raises your
arm and you turn automatically then he my very well just repeat the arm raise and then turn
himself under the arm as you are trying to do a turn he did not lead. That’ll fix her he is thinking.
Then he’ll repeat it a few times and you get the picture to wait until he actually wants you to turn.
Dancing in free style dance venues has its excitements at least for the lead anyway. I’m thinking
that a follower at intermediate or advanced ballroom or other lead dances, might not enjoy a
dance where you stand in spot by yourself and bop in front of your partner. However, after saying
that I must say, one does see dance instructors even at these freestyle dance venues on occasion. 

So, I guess that about ties it up.

Take lessons.
Gino’s dance in Guelph every second Sunday has a free dance lesson. These lessons are quite high
caliber and well worth while. But, this dance is a lead and follow dance. Victoria Park East Golf
Club. 

Michelle Ariss at BallroomClass has excellent lessons in Guelph.

Take lessons anywhere actually is the way to go. Here are some others. And the Westway club
has Wednesday afternoon dances from 12 to 3:30 pm

The Westway Club Etobicoke Wednesday afternoon dances
The 30 Up Club Mississauga The more advanced dancers.
 
In Hamilton Sheri Gay used to give lessons and I think she may be out of Caledonia now.
Danceline Studios web site is still up.
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